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Work: No longer sitting at the desk...
Smart technology

Tablet Computers
Laptops
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Communication: No longer face-toface...
SMS

Blogs

Email

Chat Rooms

Social Networking

Instant messaging

Wiki participation

Discussion Boards
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Computer-mediated communication
is here to stay...
According to the Australian Communications Media
Authority (ACMA 2010):

•94% SMEs

(1-200 employees) are internet

connected

•Communication with others is the #1 use for the
internet

•64% use mobile devices to connect to the internet
•Email the most common online activity in SMEs
(98% participation)

•Quickest emerging trend in social networking
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What are the skills of
Interpersonal
Computer-mediated
Communication?
(The larger project being ...)
How can we embed these into university
curricula?
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Graduate employability skills
Employability Skills Framework (Department of
Education, Science, & Training (DEST) 2002)

• Communication
• Teamwork
• Problem Solving
• Initiative & Enterprise
• Planning & Organising
• Self-management
• Learning & Technology
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CMC : “Any human symbolic text-based
interaction conducted or facilitated through
digitally-based technologies” (Spitzberg 2006:631)

Interpersonal CMC: When CMC is used for
relational communication. If “users have time
to exchange information, to build impressions,
and to compare values” (Walther 1996: 33)
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•

Method
Qualitative inductive case studies
(n=17)

• Framed by Australia and New Zealand
Standard Industrial Code (ANZIC) 17
industry classifications (SME = 7; Large
Corporation = 6; Government/NFP = 4)

• Semi-structured interviews with key
manager supervising or managing
university graduates

• Literature review
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“It’s without a nod or a wink
that we communicate using
this technology. Now that
leaves us open for a whole
lot of learning about how to
communicate doesn’t it?”
(Senior HR Manager of a global
organisation)
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Workplace ICMC Applications & Uses
ICMC Application

n

ICMC Purpose

n

Email

7

Communication with suppliers

9

SMS

5

Communication between employees 7

Social Media

6

Communication with customers

4

- Facebook

3

Virtual staff supervision

4

- Twitter

5

Virtual networking

3

-LinkedIn

1

Virtual team building

3

Discussion Boards

5

Blogging

4

Instant messaging/chat 4
Electronic cards

1

NB: Some employers gave more than one response
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Workplace
ICMC skills

1. (Direct)
Micro ICMC
skills

Micro ICMC
relational
skills

Micro ICMC
language use
and text
construction

Being direct application of
language and
interpersonal skills
required to deliver
effective ICMC

2. Parallel
ICMC skills

Workplace
related ICMC
skills

Generic CMC
skills

Indirectly associated with
ICMC, yet critical to their
effective use in the
workplace
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1. (Direct)
Micro ICMC
skills

Micro ICMC
relational
skills

Micro ICMC
language use
and text
construction

MICRO ICMC SKILLS

EXAMPLES

Identity construction & impression
management

Creating online profile/bio, profile pictures,
branding self

Relationship building, maintenance &
dissolution

Providing electronic contact details, contact
timing &‘load’, dissolving relationship,
attentiveness (eg send useful links)

Managing personal vs professional
boundaries

Self-censoring, careful choice of social media
(eg no colleagues on personal Facebook),
avoid ‘always on’ status

Critical evaluation of messages

Reading & writing intended meaning, reading
context (forums, email trails, Twitter
conversations, discussion topics)

Applying netiquette & culturally specific
ICMC

Language choice, learning (via observation or
reading rules) netiquette specific to
organisations/groups
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1. (Direct)
Micro ICMC
skills

Micro ICMC
relational skills

Micro ICMC
language use
and text
construction

MICRO ICMC LANGUAGE USE & TEXT
CONSTRUCTION

EXAMPLES

Generic literacy & editing skills

Using spell/grammar check facilities, time
management to avoid typos and encourage
writing for meaning

Paralinguistic text construction

Portrayal of empathy, using appropriate images,
emoticons, non traditional use of punctuation &
formatting, language choice

Using CMC specific language

Understanding CMC related terms (eg.
signature, hash tag, thread), appropriate
acronym use, message length in various
mediums

Reading non-linear CMC

Using links, reading attachments, scrolling
through blog or discussion comments, hash tag
use, using threads & forums accurately

Developing an on-line voice

Understanding implications of non-verbal cues in
ICMC, accurate message construction which
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reflects professional image, speed of responses

2. Parallel
ICMC skills

Workplace
related
ICMC skills

Generic
CMC skills

Workplace related ICMC Skills

Examples

Occupational safety and health

Safe mobile use of ICMC technologies,
prevention from injury from overuse, healthy
balance (turning off), cyber-bullying

Policy & Legal

Writing and using organisational policies
related to ICMC, ensure legal use of ICMC

Strategic direction

Budgeting for software and hardware
upgrades, forward planning ICMC needs

Security & privacy

Understanding implications of permanency of
messages, password and logging off, updating
virus software, careful ‘copying in’ on email
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2. Parallel
ICMC skills

Workplace
related
ICMC skills

Generic
CMC skills

Related Generic CMC Skills

Examples

General technology skills

Ability to learn, use and maintain software &
hardware, installing software updates, creating
and maintaining electronic contact list

CMC tool selection

Choosing appropriate CMC tool for task,
contact and context, choosing face-toface/telephony communication if more
appropriate
Understanding the difference between ICMC
and CMC and when to use which, implications
for relationship building, implications of faux
relationships
Effective use of more than one CMC
simultaneously, understanding limitations of
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multitasking, self management of disturbances

Individual vs mass CMC & Faux
relationships

Multitasking and disturbance management
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